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Topic Name

Topic Key
Concepts/Knowledge

Topic 4a - Chemical
reactions(acids)

Understanding of chemical
changes began when people
began experimenting with
chemical reactions in a
systematic way and organizing
their results logically. Knowing
about these different chemical
changes meant that scientists
could begin to predict exactly
what new substances would be
formed and use this knowledge to
develop a wide range of different
materials and processes. It also
helped biochemists to
understand the complex
reactions that take place in living
organisms.

Topic 3 - Quantitative Chemistry

Chemists use quantitative
analysis to determine the
formulae of compounds and the
equations for reactions. Given
this information, analysts can
then use quantitative methods to
determine the purity of chemical
samples and to monitor the yield
from chemical reactions.
Chemical reactions can be
classified in various ways.
Identifying different types of
chemical reaction allows
chemists to make sense of how
different chemicals react
together, to establish patterns
and to make predictions about
the behaviour of other chemicals.
Chemical equations provide a
means of representing chemical
reactions and are a key way for
chemists to communicate
chemical ideas.

Topic 4b - Chemical
reactions(metals and redox)

Understanding of chemical
changes began when people
began experimenting with
chemical reactions in a
systematic way and organizing
their results logically. Knowing
about these different chemical
changes meant that scientists
could begin to predict exactly
what new substances would be
formed and use this knowledge to
develop a wide range of different
materials and processes. It also
helped biochemists to
understand the complex
reactions that take place in living
organisms. The extraction of
important resources from the
earth makes use of the way that
some elements and compounds
react with each other and how
easily they can be ‘pulled apart’.

Topic 8 - Chemical Analysis

Analysts have developed a range
of qualitative tests to detect
specific chemicals. The tests are
based on reactions that produce a
gas with distinctive properties, or
a colour change or an insoluble
solid that appears as a
precipitate. Instrumental
methods provide fast, sensitive
and accurate means of analysing
chemicals, and are particularly
useful when the amount of
chemical being analysed is small.
Forensic scientists and drug
control scientists rely on such
instrumental methods in their
work.

Topic 7a - Organic Chemistry

The chemistry of carbon
compounds is so important that it
forms a separate branch of
chemistry. A great variety of
carbon compounds is possible
because carbon atoms can form
chains and rings linked by C-C
bonds. This branch of chemistry
gets its name from the fact that
the main sources of organic
compounds are living, or
once-living materials from plants
and animals. These sources
include fossil fuels which are a
major source of feedstock for the
petrochemical industry. Chemists
are able to take organic
molecules and modify them in
many ways to make new and
useful materials such as
polymers, pharmaceuticals,
perfumes and flavourings, dyes
and detergents.

Topic 10a - Earth’s Resources

Industries use the Earth’s natural
resources to manufacture useful
products. In order to operate
sustainably, chemists seek to
minimise the use of limited
resources, use of energy, waste
and environmental impact in the
manufacture of these products.
Chemists also aim to develop
ways of disposing of products at
the end of their useful life in ways
that ensure that materials and
stored energy are utilised.
Pollution, disposal of waste
products and changing land use
has a significant effect on the
environment, and environmental
chemists study how human
activity has affected the Earth’s
natural cycles, and how damaging
effects can be minimised.
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Opportunities to develop
the whole student
(Ricky R’s)

Relationships
Reflective
Resourceful
Resilience
Respect
Responsibility

Reflective - mid-topic tests and end of topic tests Whole Class Feedback
Relationships - Required practical groupings and delegation of responsibility
Resilience - attempt challenge tasks
Resourceful - carry out research tasks
Respect -  the informed judgements of others about the economic, social and ethical issues
Responsibility - participate in pair/group/class discussion sharing your informed views effectively.


